




Mobility Management Anchor

No card access is more convenient

Visitor self-service is more humane 

and convenient 

Elevator linkage

More intimate and professional 

with QR code scanning solution



Create a smart 

building access 

system

Internet + 

strategy

Improve 

property services 

and productivity

Drive user 

engagement and 

interaction



Scan code to open 

the door

NFC/IC Sensor 

opening

Remotely opening 

of door 

Real-time rights 

management

Lift access via 

mobile phone



Deactivate the QR code access anytime and anywhere 

Enable time restriction for the visitor /Contractor. QR code access will be disable 

after expire

Enable door access and floor restriction. QR code access will be disable after 

expire

Generate report on the movement of 

the access granted 

Cardless
Less reliant on 

security guard 

Compliance 

to PDPA 

Projection of 

Smart building 

image 

Paperless 

monitoring 

Whitelist / Blacklist function 

(Optional)

Issue QR code authorize access via mobile number remotely, anywhere , anytime 

and conveniently  





All App access will need to be activated by administrator via activation code  



Customer Strategy:

Create intelligent mobile Interet office building , enable the 

mobile management of office buildings, and strive to build 

Internet Of Things + micro-ecosphere , enhance building 

professional image .

Pain points:

• Strict Process 

• -Inconvenient to owner 

• -Rigid Management

• Original manual registration method to manage visitors, 

process annoying, low efficiency

• The company does not feel the service investment of the 

office building. The only perception of the office building is 

cleaning and security.

Value:

• Employees realize the deploying of cardless is convenient 

and safe

• Visitor able to use self-service scan code to improve service 

quality and work efficiency

• Activate the business perception and participation of the 

owner through the mobile app

• Compliance to PDPA but still enforce security 

• QR code visitor system, high-end experience



From 1 September 2019, organisations are not allowed to collect NRIC or other 

national identification numbers unless required by law or necessary for verification of an 

individual's identity to high fidelity.



“SCAN SCAN”: Mobile phone access control is as 
safe and convenient as Alipay

Cloud Platorm

Visitor 
invitation

3G QR Code

3. Send a 
QR code

Mobile Access 

1. Generate a 
QR code

2, Send 
information

Visitor 

visit

4. Scan QR 
code pass

5. Scan Records

• Visitor QR code is time-sensitive, 
expired invalid

• The QR code has a permission 
attribute and can only open the 
door specified by the household.

• It is safer and more reliable to 
adopt the owner's QR code 
scheme similar to Alipay QR 
code payment technology.

QR Code 



Smart Visitor System - a more convenient experience, more intimate service

Enterprise issuing pass

Received a pass

Scan your own code

Elevator linkage

Received a pass

Scan your own code

VIP service 
experience

Visitor VIPProperty

Received a pass

Automatic archiving 
after passing

Property

Received a pass

Activate VIP Service 

Automatic archiving 
after passing

Ordinary Visitor VIP Visitor

Business owners 
receive visitor 
notifications in 
real time

The owner is responsible for the identity of the visitor, the visitor self-service, and the 
business owner receives the visit notice in real time.



Smart Scan Solution 1: To access the door via QR code scanning 

Case configuration: QR code scan code 

to open the door

Visitor : Receive the "QR code pass" scan 

code pass via mobile phone

Solution Advantages: Visitor Management 

system is safe, intelligent and efficient

Installation location: Gates, parking lot 

entrances and exits

Manpower: Less reliant in manpower  

actualize self access system 

Two-dimensional code access control is installed at 
the entrance and exit of the building lobby. 
Employees access authorization via mobile phone 
thru APP. Administrator authorisation send thru 
visitor’s mobile phone for the self scan QR code , 
visitor can access the door by scanning QR code 
and the door will be opened. 



Smart Elevator Control Solution: QR code scanning code linkage elevator

Solution configuration: QR code scanning 

code linkage elevator

Installation location: Gate, Elevator panel

Visitor : Receive the "QR code pass" scan code 

via mobile phone to start the elevator

Advantages of the Solutions: No access card require, 

Actualize the Smart mobile management of buildings

Manpower : Less reliant on manpower and 

allow manpower optimization in deployment 

The entrance and exit of the building lobby and 
the elevator are equipped with two-dimensional 
code access control. The employee/visitors able to 
access lift via the mobile phone APP or one time 
QR code authorization to access the designated 
floor in the lift. 
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